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Albedo: bright clouds, deserts, ice, snow
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FERTILE CRESCENT

• Agriculture may 
darken light-

Tigris R.

Euphrates
IRAN

darken light
colored land. IRAQ

9

6% ground cover 
in Egyptian Sinai

13% ground cover 
on Israeli side
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Colorado snow with Utah dust
Utah dust blown onto Colorado’s Rocky Mountains

can double the heat absorbed.

Similar effect possible for soot from wildfires and 
agricultural fires serving to darken western Greenland 
and the Arctic sea ice. 11

Arctic photosynthesis
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Direct heating of the air from soot

Each red dot is a fire within a ten-day 
period, observed by NASA’s Terra 
satellite.
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Hurricane-ready  
waters

When trade winds are especially strong, the warm 
surface waters pile up in the western Pacific Ocean.

15

There is already
MORE EXTREME 
WEATHER:

• High winds 
because land 
warms more 
than ocean

2

than ocean.
• Heat waves
• Floods and 

landslides
• Droughts and 

wild fires

1

3

16

180 kmh wind gusts in northern 180 kmh wind gusts in northern 
UtahUtah

Utah I‐15 wind 4/23/99 Credit: Marta Storwick/Standard‐Examiner via Associated Press
180 kph wind gusts in northern Utah180 kph wind gusts in northern Utah

More high winds are predicted More high winds are predicted 
as global warming increases.as global warming increases.

BRIGHAM CITY, Utah (AP) -- Winds gusting to more than 100 mph swept across 
northern Utah on Friday, overturning 20 tractor-trailers.…Winds reached 113 mph 
setting a state record….[4/23/99 Marta Storwick/Standard-Examiner]
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Gradual changesGradual changes may may 
produceproduce gradual gradual 
responsesresponses but but if they if they 
encounter a tipping encounter a tipping 
point, point, things can flipthings can flip..

Delay the spring rains by 
a month—and lose the 
second crop. Flip to half.

BlownBlown--over garbage truck, over garbage truck, 
near Bill Gates’ house in 1999near Bill Gates’ house in 1999 18

NONLINEAR:

As the wind 
speed increases 
20%, from 50 
mph to 60 mph, 
the damage 
goes up not 
20% but 500%.

[6X insurance claims]
19

Mississippi flood

20

More major floods since 1950
More major floods since 1950

This is why it’s called global climate change.

IPCC report 2007 21

25%

15%

• 35%

22

Drought areas November 28, 2006

23
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US Drought monitor

32°N
32°N

24

Areas with Mediterranean 
Climates are in drought trouble

During summer, regions of Mediterranean climate are dominated by … dry sinking air …making rainfall impossible…while during 
winter the polar jet stream and associated periodic storms reach into the lower latitudes of the Mediterranean zones, bringing rain, 
with snow at higher elevations. As a result, areas with this climate receive almost all of their yearly rainfall during the winter 
season, and may go anywhere from 2-5 months during the summer without having any significant precipitation. [Wikipedia]25

Perth drought

Perth reservoir inflows dropped 50% after 1975.
26

27

With drought and heat comes more fire.

28

32°N

29

Southern CA fires 2007

Los Angeles

RED = RED = 
burnedburned

CALIFORNIA
2007

San Diego

2007

30

More major wildfires since 1950

IPCC report 200731
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Mt. Pinatubo 
sulfates 
reflected 
sunlight

33

Mount Pinatubo, 1991

The natural means of injecting sulfates into the stratosphere. 34

Coral reef crumbles as skeleton 
is reabsorbed into seawater.

OCEAN pH: The growth problem

36

Getting into hot water

37

Coral bleaching

38

Loss at
-70 m

39

21st-century 1-2°C warming
beyond  1951-1980 average

40

1970-1999 average

Th  A i  The Arctic 
floating sea ice 

that remained in
September 2007

No sea level rise.
41

GREENLAND areas of 
increased surface melt 
in Summer 2005.

But the real way 
l d l     Greenland loses ice is by 

sliding chunks of it into 
the ocean, instantly 
raising sea level.

42
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Icebergs
Greenland ice 3000 m high

Ice stream is Ice stream is 
5 miles / 8 km wide5 miles / 8 km wide

Jakobshaven Isbrae, 69°N
looking east                                photo by Koni SteffenAdvances 30 to 40 m each day,

twice as fast as a decade ago.
43
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The average 
elevation in 
the Maldives is 
only 1.5 m 
above sea 
levellevel.

330,000 
people are 
living on the 
edge.

45

Greenland 125ka

46

Inundation for a sea level
rise of 6 m (20 ft)

There are 12,000 miles
of coastline on the Gulf 

and East Coastsand East Coasts.

47

Inundation for a sea level
rise of 6 m (20 ft)

48

Houston SL Rise

Inundation for a sea level
rise of 6 m (20 ft)

49

FL 6m

50

NC-to-MA 6m

150 km incursion
51
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DC +6m
White HouseWhite House

Capitol HillCapitol Hill

6 m (20 ft)6 m (20 ft)
rise inrise in

sea levelsea level
52

Many
river deltas

in Asia will be
inundated.

70 million climate 
refugees, just
from Bangladesh. 53
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55 56

Plus 1850ff
Spike in Methane 

and in CO2.

Since methane is 
23X as potent 
as CO2, can 
m ltipl  

Rains clear out sulfates 
within several years.

Methane half-life is 
about six years but it 
is several centuries 
for CO2.

multiply 
concentration 
by 23 and add 
to CO2.

Can do “CO2
equivalents” 
for N2O and 
others. 57
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Toronto refineries

Human Activities that Create Excess CO2

59

Pie for FF and equivalents

*

60
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Converting Converting 
CommutersCommuters

1.  Plug1.  Plug--in hybrids in hybrids 
and alland all--electric electric 
vehiclesvehicles

2.  Hydrogen 2.  Hydrogen 
produced by clean produced by clean 
electricityelectricity

3.  Compressed air 3.  Compressed air 
vehicles, again using vehicles, again using 
clean electricity to clean electricity to 
produce an interproduce an inter--
mediate mobile fuel.mediate mobile fuel.

61

Air carAir car

(with free (with free 
air cooling)air cooling)

India’s largest automaker is set to 
start producing the world’s first 
commercial air-powered vehicle. 
“Some 6,000 zero-emissions Air 
Cars are scheduled to hit Indian 
streets in August of 2008. This six-
seat taxi is powered entirely by a 
tank filled with compressed air.” June 2007

issue of
Popular Mechanics.

Air engine, 
run backward to 
recompress air overnight.

62

Pie for FF and equivalents

*

63

US electricity

64

French electricity growthy g

65

US vs CA electricity growth

MOST OBVIOUS: Adopt the strategies of the successful

66

Need several gigawatts of new clean 
power• Need several gigawatts of new clean 

power every week (and that’s just for 
new demand in China alone, much more 
for replacement). 
– Even more as substitute electricity for gasoline

• Solar and wind are, alas, not on that 
scale, and unstable electrical grids 
mean that they need storage to smooth 
out the current they provide.

67

US pie for all energy. Nuc slice

3rd generation 
standardized 
nuclear power nuclear power 
plants can be 
cloned in 2-3 
years. Safer 
than hydro.

68

Deep geothermal diagram
• Deep geothermal 

(“heat mining”) 
pumps down 
water, gets steam 
back up to run 
steam turbine.
N  ll ti  ll • No pollution, small 
footprint, steady 
output.

• Also suitable for 
developing 
countries.Just google: 

“MIT geothermal report” 69
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CO2 equivalents are 1/3

70

18%

14%14%
18%

14%14%

71

Ag low‐hanging fruit
So while burning fossil fuels is two-

thirds of the problem, much of the 
rest is associated with agriculture. 

Certainly, many of the opportunities 
to fix our global climate lie in the to fix our global climate lie in the 
agricultural sector because there is so 
much “low-hanging fruit” there, 
irrigation, plowing, and fertilizer 
practices being what they currently 
are.

72
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Create new C sinksREDUCING EMISSIONS IS NOT ENOUGH: 
Must take excess carbon out of circulation

1. Plant many more trees

2. Manage the ocean to sink more CO2

3 Wave-driven pump to carry surface 3. Wave driven pump to carry surface 

waters down to depths.

4. Artificial photosynthesis

5. Burn biomass , capture and store CO2 
74

Could get more 
carbon sinks from 
more forest…

but when the 
climate forecast is 
for hot, dry, and 
windy…

Forests burn down

it is too easy for 
fire to quickly put 
your sequestered 
carbon back into 
circulation.

So not reliable.
Southern California,

October 2007
New York Time 75

Oceans already do half of the world’s 
photosynthesis, CO2 to O2

76

Winds sweep 
aside surface 
waters to 
cause upwelling 
of nutrients

77

The Sirocco wind blows from the Sahara desert in Africa, can reach hurricane 
force, and often brings dust to southern Europe—and to the Mediterranean Sea 
surface.

GreeceGreece

ItalyItaly

Iron 
fertilization 
of plankton 
by dust from 
sand dunes

TurkeyTurkey

LibyaLibya

But what we 
really want is 
to sink the 
carbon for a 
long time….

EgyptEgypt

78
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The “biological pump” sinks CaCO3

http://www.biol.tsukuba.ac.jp/~inouyeCoccolithophoresCoccolithophores 79

pteropod
SINKING SHELLS: A major way of taking carbon 
out of circulation for millions of years.

80

Salps sink 
carbon
in heavy fecal 
pellets, take it 
to the ocean 
depths, out of 
circulation for 
a million years.

salps

y

The “Vacuum Cleaner of the Oceans” 81
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The The 
Tortoise Tortoise 
and the and the 

HareHare

Reaction times

The Tortoise and the HareThe Tortoise and the Hare is is 
a fable attributed to a fable attributed to 
Aesop. The story concerns Aesop. The story concerns 
a hare who one day a hare who one day 
ridiculed a slowridiculed a slow--moving moving 
tortoise. In response, the tortoise. In response, the 
tortoise challenged him to tortoise challenged him to 
a race. a race. a race. a race. 

The hare soon left the The hare soon left the 
tortoise far behind and tortoise far behind and 
decided to take a nap decided to take a nap 
midway through the midway through the 
course. The tortoise, course. The tortoise, 
crawling slowly but crawling slowly but 
steadily, won the race.steadily, won the race. 83

The people who study the abrupt climate 
shifts of the past have an aphorism:

Climate Climate is like a drunk: is like a drunk: 
L ft l  it sits   L ft l  it sits   Left alone, it sits.  Left alone, it sits.  
Forced to move, it staggersForced to move, it staggers..

84

The The 
Tortoise Tortoise 
and the and the 

HareHare

Reaction times
•• The IPCC reports The IPCC reports 

treat climate as if treat climate as if 
it moved in a it moved in a 
stately manner like stately manner like 
a tortoise.a tortoise.

•• They all assume They all assume •• They all assume They all assume 
that the Hare that the Hare 
takes a nap. takes a nap. 

•• That is not a safe That is not a safe 
assumption.assumption.

85

The Amazon is drying & burning under the influence of 
deforestation & climate-change-induced drought

Just after 1998 El Niño  Nepstad et al., Forest Ecology & Management 154, 2001
86

A big El Niño dries out the rain
forests of Amazonia, Borneo

If a big one lasted two years instead of one….
87
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On top of that, a 50% increase
in the rate of CO2 growth 
thereafter, due to loss of 
carbon sinks.

Hypothetical Big Burn

40% increase in excess CO2
within a few years

88

Hypothetical Big 
Burn—WHEN?

WHEN? 
Could happen at the 
next big El Niño.

1973, 1983, 1998, 20??… 
10      15       10+

but no one yet understands 
the big El Niño cycle (if 
there is one) or
what determines
its duration.

89

The Big Burn also causes 
a mass extinction event: 
about half of all Amazon 
species will go extinct.

90

Borneo ape species 91
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IPCC 2007
Working Group 1

While they say very little 
about the sudden things 
that might happen, as 
when rain forests suffer 
a Big Burn, the 2007 
IPCC reports tell us what  r ports t  us what 
the 2100 future will be 
like if the new climate 
evolves slowly—and that 
now shows that there is 
only a ten-year window 
for effective action.

93

2.02.0°°

3.03.0°°

IPCC’s gradual, no-jump scenarios

Loss of glaciers, coral reefsLoss of glaciers, coral reefs

Climate refugees, war, Climate refugees, war, 
genocidesgenocides

0.70.7°°
Sink COSink CO22

Sink COSink CO2 2 scenarioscenario

94

The Window of Opportunity is Rapidly Closing
At a time when architects are thinking ahead 

to more efficient buildings and power 
planners are extolling the virtues of 
“renewable energy,” the climate modelers 
have discovered that long-term planning will 
no longer suffice  no longer suffice. 

Our fossil fuel fiasco has already painted us 
into a corner such that, if we don’t make 
substantial near-term gains in ten years, the 
long-term is pre-empted.

95

2020 vs 2040 turnaround growth

Too much longToo much long--term thinking? Just stalling?term thinking? Just stalling?

October 22October 22 —— Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is 
increasing faster than expected, with emissions 35 percent increasing faster than expected, with emissions 35 percent 
higher in 2006 than in 1990 higher in 2006 than in 1990 –– a much faster growth rate a much faster growth rate 
than anticipated, researchers say. (Associated Press)than anticipated, researchers say. (Associated Press) 96
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Some good reasons for optimismSome good reasons for optimism

1.1. Can do the nearCan do the near--term term 
with existing technologies with existing technologies 
(if we act quickly).(if we act quickly).

22 Good longerGood longer--term power term power 2.2. Good longerGood longer--term power term power 
solutions are already designed solutions are already designed 
and the 3and the 3rdrd Industrial Revolution Industrial Revolution 
should provide more.should provide more.

3.3. We can indeed “Turn on a dime” We can indeed “Turn on a dime” 
when we need to.when we need to. 97

3 near‐term tech solutions
Three existing technologies, in combination, Three existing technologies, in combination, 
could solve the nearcould solve the near--term part of the problem.term part of the problem.
1.1. PlugPlug--in hybrid vehicles so daily commute is in hybrid vehicles so daily commute is 

mostly from the electrical grid. mostly from the electrical grid. Start Start 
retiring supertankersretiring supertankers..

2.2. Start building enough nuclear & geothermal Start building enough nuclear & geothermal 
power plants to power plants to retire old coal plantsretire old coal plantspower plants to power plants to retire old coal plantsretire old coal plants..

3.3. SubsidizeSubsidize countries apt to modernize, using countries apt to modernize, using 
their own coal or oil, by drilling deep their own coal or oil, by drilling deep 
geothermal wells for them.geothermal wells for them.

DO THIS WORLDWIDEDO THIS WORLDWIDE, and emissions , and emissions growth growth 
will stop by 2020, limiting overheating to 2will stop by 2020, limiting overheating to 2°°C C 

98

WW2 quote
President Franklin D. Roosevelt used the metaphor 
of a “four alarm fire up the street” that needed to 
be extinguished immediately, whatever the cost.

From a standing start in late 1941, the automakers 
converted—in a matter of months, not years—more 
than 1,000 automobile plants across thirty-one 
states . . . In one year, General Motors developed, 
tooled, and completely built from scratch 1,000 
Avenger and 1,000 Wildcat aircraft . . . GM’s duck 
`was designed, tested, built, and off the line in ninety 
days’ . . . Ford turned out one B-24 [bomber] every 
63 minutes.

—Jack Doyle, Taken for a Ride, 2000

Now there’s a source of optimism: we did it before.99

The public interest 
requires doing today 
those things that men 

The Great UseThe Great Use--itit--oror--loselose--it Intelligence Testit Intelligence Test

of intelligence and 
goodwill would wish, five 
or ten years hence, had 
been done.

– Edmund Burke 100

The EndThe EndThe EndThe End

My books and talksMy books and talks
may be found at:may be found at:

WilliamCalvin.orgWilliamCalvin.orgWilliamCalvin.orgWilliamCalvin.org
Edvard Munch, The Scream

101


